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CHAIRMAN’S CALL
Just as I started writing this Chairman’s
Call I received the not unexpected news
that this year’s Royal Edinburgh Military
Tattoo has been cancelled, the latest
casualty of Covid-19. Many of us will
recall Alasdair Hutton, the Tattoo’s
renowned
commentator,
proudly
reassuring multi-national rainwear-clad
audiences
determined
to
enjoy
themselves on the Castle Esplanade on
soggy wet August (summer??) evenings
that “no performance of the Tattoo has
ever been cancelled because of the
weather!” It’s ironic that the pandemic
has led to the loss of the Tattoo for two
consecutive years - and one can well
understand the commercial, financial and
organisational
challenges
involved
behind the decision to cancel. The
absence of this year’s Tattoo somehow
sums up 2021’s bleak season of the lost
military musical events we savour so
much; after a similarly dismal 2020
surely things will be better next year!
On Saturday 17th April we said a sad
farewell, but a warm thank you, to HRH
The Duke of Edinburgh. Despite his
request for ‘no fuss’ his funeral within the
confines of Windsor Castle, blessed with
perfect weather, was a fitting tribute to a
life well lived; how striking it was to see
The Queen and her family observing the
government’s national guidance of just
30 mourners in the glorious surroundings
of St George’s Chapel. Notwithstanding
the sadness of the occasion, it was
heartening to enjoy the music provided
by bands of the three services, including
the bugle and trumpet calls performed in

the chapel by the State Trumpeters and by
Buglers of the Royal Marines. His Royal
Highness would have been delighted by
the colour and spectacle of the day –
including the Land Rover hearse he
himself designed and the sugar provided
for the horses drawing his carriage.
The pared-down economy-style State
Opening of Parliament on 11th May
inevitably was another sad indication of
the consequences of Covid, without
bands, streetliners and a Sovereign’s
Escort provided for Her Majesty by the
Household Cavalry. Even the traditional
search of the Palace of Westminster was
conducted by just three Yeomen of the
Guard – suitably masked – rather than the
usual 15 or so.
Although I’m sure that our military
musicians have been keeping busy – and
in practice – during the 15 months or so
of the pandemic, let’s hope that their
colourful, important and tuneful
contribution to our national life can
return soon. How great it would be to see
even a Changing of the Guard ceremony,
complete with music, again!
The Royal Military School of Music is
expected finally to leave Kneller Hall this
summer, thereby concluding another
chapter in the history of British military
music making. We’ll be marking the
occasion with special speakers at a
future Branch Meeting and an extended
issue of the Journal. Look out for more
details in the next edition of the Journal.
Please be sure to check our Branch
Secretary’s notes in this issue for details
about our June meeting and how to join it
online.
Jim Davies

The IMMS UK Branch Journal is published four times a year. The remaining closing dates
for copy for 2021 are 27th August and 12th November. Contributions for the Journal from
members are always welcome. The annual membership subscription, due on 1 st January, is
£25 (£23 if paid by Standing Order) of which the UK Branch retains £14 to help finance
local activities. In addition to the UK Branch Journal, members receive three editions each
year of Band International which is sent to all members worldwide. Further details about
the Society and its activities are available from the UK Branch Secretary to whom enquiries
and correspondence about the Society should be addressed. The contents of the UK Branch
Journal are copyright and no part of it may be reproduced without permission. Opinions
expressed do not necessarily reflect the views of the President, the UK Branch Committee
or the Society’s membership as a whole.
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BRANCH SECRETARY’S NOTES
March Meeting
The March Meeting was held virtually,
and the AGM reflected the fact that
there had not been a meeting in 2020
due to the Coronavirus pandemic when
the Committee at that time had their
positions carried forward.
The Officers’ Reports for 2020 had
already been printed in the Journal and
they were all accepted by the meeting.
Members were then asked to endorse
the appointments of Colin Dean and
Ron Shooter as Branch Vice Presidents
and to approve the appointment of Steve
Mason to the Committee. The
remaining Committee members are as
shown on Page 2 of the Journal.
Following the AGM your Chairman
introduced Captain Ben Mason,
Director of Music of the Grenadier
Guards Band. Ben gave us an insight
into what life was like during lockdown
for his musicians which all agreed had
been a very frustrating time for all.
During 2020 many musicians had been
deployed to Operation Rescript which
involved groups of eight to ten
individuals assisting with Coronavirus
testing during the last key months.
There had, however, been some musical
activity and some of the Grenadier
Guards Band had been involved in the
VE and VJ television events as well as
the Queen’s Birthday Parade at
Windsor.
The Band also provided music for the
Service to Commemorate the interment
of
the
Unknown Warrior
in
Westminster
Abbey
and
the
50th Anniversary of Fiji in the Tower of
London. Then, after three months
without any tasks, in December the
Band took part in two Sovereign’s
Parades in one day at Sandhurst.
The biggest challenge during the
lockdown and social distancing had
been training but the Band had been
using space in the Guards Chapel. With
the cooperation of the 1st Battalion
Grenadier Guards, space had in
December been made available at Lille
Barracks in Aldershot for practice and
drill on the parade square.
Looking ahead Captain Mason could
not confirm any engagements although
there was planning for the Festival of
Music which, it was hoped, would take
place later in the year.

June Meeting
In view of the uncertain situation
regarding COVID your Committee have

agreed that the June meeting will again
be held virtually on Saturday 19th June
starting at 2.00pm. I’m delighted that
Duncan Stubbs, formerly Principal
Director of Music for the Royal Air
Force, has agreed to be our speaker.
This will be an on-line, ‘virtual’ meeting
and the link to it will be on the IMMS
UK website at http://www.immsuk.org.uk on the day of the meeting.
Alternatively, email our webmaster,
Ron Rose, at ronroseflat4@gmail.com
for the link.

society’s great double acts who made
such a huge contribution over many
years. As well as supporting Stuart
while he was secretary and treasurer,
Rosemary was a real gem having taken
on the mammoth task of distributing
Band International, a very difficult and
time-consuming occupation, carried out
with impressive efficiency.

Future Meetings
I sincerely hope that our meetings on
18th September and 4th December will
be able to be held as normal and I have
asked whether we can use the facilities
at St Edmund’s Social Club, Nelson
Road, Whitton, TW2 7BB.

Dates For Your Diary
Captain Mason has advised that the
Band of the Grenadier Guards will be
providing musical support to ‘Stansted
Unlocked’ on Saturday 10th July. The
band is due to perform two bandstand
sets at 2.30 to 3.15pm and 4.00 to
4.45pm. There is also due to be a
Beating Retreat in the evening at 6.30.
More information on the website at
www.stanstedpark.co.uk/stanstedunlocked.
David Cole has been in touch with me
to tell me that the Central Band of The
Royal British Legion will be returning
to Eastbourne this year.
Having had to cancel last year’s
performances due to the pandemic the
Band will be performing nine concerts
starting from Sunday 1st August at
3.00pm. Good news at last.

Final Thoughts
I sincerely hope that you have all
managed to survive the rigours imposed
on us by this government during the last
14 months and I hope that you will join
us on 19th June.
Alan Purdie

Rosemary Stredwick
Many members will be saddened to
learn of the passing of long-time
member Rosemary Stredwick. Our
Chairman, Jim Davies, represented the
society at Rosemary's funeral Mass in
Hampton on 30th March.
Colin Dean recalls: “I will particularly
remember Rosemary for a huge
beaming smile and a great sense of fun.
Stuart and Rosemary were one of the

A particular memory is of when IMMS
visited the Netherlands for a few days to
enjoy the Breda Tattoo. Stuart did not
join us as there was an important cricket
match to see at the Oval and, perhaps
with a feeling of being ‘off the lead’, we
saw a whole new side to Rosemary. She
took the opportunity to reveal a very
wicked sense of humour and had most
of us in stitches throughout the trip.
Another trip to foreign parts was to
Samur in France for a band festival
which included the Singapore Armed
Forces Band. Their Director of Music
had been a classmate of Stuart and
Rosemary’s son, Phil, at Kneller Hall
and he was as thrilled to meet with
‘Phil’s parents’ as they were to see him,
with a really good friendship
developing over the two or three days.
One evening the bands took turns to
give open-air concerts in the town
square and Singapore was the last (and
the best); a fond memory is of standing
with Stuart and Rosemary on a lovely
warm summer evening listening to them
well after midnight.
There was also an incident there where
Rosemary and Sally Gray somehow got
themselves locked in the hotel bar one
evening - we were very reluctant to
believe their story that it was accidental.
Stuart and Rosemary were both such
good friends and we will always cherish
the memories.”
RIP
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OBITUARIES
Lieutenant Colonel David Evan Price OBE
David Evan Price was born in Portsmouth in 1945. His
earliest musical experience was as a chorister in his local
church before joining the Army aged 15 as a Boy Soldier in
what was then the 2nd Green Jackets (later to become The
Royal Green Jackets).
Initially playing the bugle, he volunteered to join the band as
a Junior Bandsman for training on clarinet and saxophone. He
attended the Pupils' Course at Kneller Hall in 1962 before
returning to his band and seeing service in Malaya, Borneo,
Singapore and Japan: "Join the Army and see the world" was
the Army's mantra in those days!
He
returned
to
Kneller Hall on the
1970
Students’
Course and in 1973
was
appointed
Bandmaster of 1st
Battalion, The 22nd
(Cheshire) Regiment.
The Cheshires were
said to have the most
'unofficial' regimental
music and scholars of
military music will be
grateful
that
he
included all this on a
recording, in addition
to
his
revised
arrangement of the
regimental
march,
Lt Col Price receives his OBE,
Wha Wadna Fecht for
December 1998.
Charlie. His next
(Photo: MOD/Crown Copyright)
move
was
as
Bandmaster of The Queen's Division where he notably took
the junior band on tour to the Mediterranean and the east coast
of the USA on board the Royal Navy assault ship, HMS
Intrepid.
In 1976 he had achieved the rare distinction of passing all
elements of the advanced certificate of music ‘psm’
examinations at Kneller Hall in one sitting, and in April 1980
was commissioned into The Royal Scots as Captain, Director
of Music of the Scottish Division, based in Edinburgh Castle.
It was in this appointment that he first became involved with

the Edinburgh Military Tattoo, introducing the popular pretattoo ‘warm-up’ band. In 1985 Captain Price was appointed
Director of Music, Royal Army Ordnance Corps, just two
years later transferring to the Scots Guards.
One of his first appearances with them was in the Royal
Festival Hall for a Scarlet and Gold concert, being introduced
to the audience by one Major Roger Swift who quipped that
he was so new that he hadn’t even done a guard mounting!
In 1989 the now Major Price had the honour to represent
HRH The Duke of Kent, Colonel Scots Guards, at the
Memorial Service of the late Lieutenant Colonel ‘Mick’
Lane, Senior DOM Guards Division, at the Guards’ Chapel.
This is thought to be the only occasion that a member of the
Royal Family has been represented by a Director of Music.
The Scots Guards band was deployed to the Gulf from
November 1990 to March 1991, where they brought great
credit to themselves in a variety of medical and other roles. In
March 1993 Major Price was appointed Senior Director of
Music, Guards Division, with promotion to Lieutenant
Colonel on 4th June.
As Senior Director of Music he was responsible for a number
of important events including the 50th anniversary of VJ Day
in August 1995, the 1997 massed bands parade marking the
end of British rule in Hong Kong (in very heavy rain!), the
Edinburgh Tattoos of 1988, 1991 and 1996; the Royal
Tournament in 1997 and the Scarlet and Gold concerts in
1996 and 1998. Lieutenant Colonel Price was appointed an
Officer of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire
(OBE) on 31st December 1998.
With so much of his career having Scottish connections, it is
hardly surprising that in June 1999 he chose to retire north of
the border where, in addition to conducting the local brass
band, he was invited to be music adviser to the Edinburgh
Tattoo for a number of years, arranging much of the music for
band and pipes finales.
On 24th March this year David finally lost his protracted and
courageous battle with the cancer that had blighted the last
seven years of his life. He had braved the invasive and
debilitating treatment with admirable stoicism, good humour
and optimism in face of increasing adversity. He is survived
by his wife Sally-Anne, son Gregory, daughter-in-law
Gemma, and grandchildren Alexander, Matthew and Jessica.
Major (Rtd.) Roger Swift
with additional material by Colin Dean

John Curtis
Members in the east of England will be particularly saddened
to learn of the death of John Curtis who passed away in
hospital at the end of January following a fall before
Christmas. John was the UK Branch Eastern Region
Organiser from 2002 to 2006 arranging regular visits to the
Minden Band of The Queen’s Division at Bassingbourn and
the Band of The Parachute Regiment at Colchester, among
much else.
Joining the band of 2nd Battalion The Northamptonshire
Regiment in 1946, he served with them as a BBflat bass
player in the UK, Germany, Austria and Korea during his 12
years’ service.
On his return to ‘civvy street’ he had a very successful career
as a Civil Servant and became an IMMS member in 1994.
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He was a contributor to, and
principal proof-reader for, Band
International for many years.
Gordon Turner often said that
without John’s help he could not
have continued as Editor. Fittingly,
a fuller obituary for John will appear
in the next edition of Band
International.
John was a fine gentleman with a
vast knowledge of military music
and will be sadly missed.
Colin Dean
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John Curtis in Trieste in
1950. (Photo: John
Curtis collection)

A ROYAL WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
Congratulations to Their Royal Highnesses The Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge on their 10 th wedding anniversary on
29th April. Their royal wedding in 2011 was celebrated as a
bank holiday and vast crowds joined in the celebrations in
London around the country.
After the ceremony, the royal processional route from
Westminster Abbey to Buckingham Palace was lined by

soldiers, sailors, airmen and marines and the couple,
travelling in an open carriage, were escorted by the
Household Cavalry.
In a recent television documentary about the wedding day, the
Prince was reported to have said to Mike Middleton when he
arrived at the altar with his daughter “Nice quiet country
wedding, Mike!”
Jim Davies

The Band of RM Collingwood, with Director of Music Major Jason Burcham RM and Drum Major Darren James leading,
returning to Wellington Barracks after the wedding procession, 29 th April 2011. (Photo: Jim Davies)

A TERMINOLOGY QUIZ
In Journals 121 to 124 Colin Dean took us through the sometimes-confusing terminology used in military music. A chance now to
test your knowledge or long-term memory. Below are photos of personnel holding the rank or appointment of Drummer, Bugler,
Trumpeter and Musician, but which is which?
When you’ve settled on your answers confirmation, or education, is on page 15.

Picture A

Picture B

Picture C
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APPOINTMENTS 2021
After the Army band restructuring of 2019 followed by the year of disruptions due to the Covid pandemic, it’s finally practicable to
record the current Director of Music and Bandmaster appointments in British Services music. The appointments for 2021, as at
1st June, are listed below.

Royal Marines
Principal Director of Music/Commanding Officer, Royal Marines: Lieutenant Colonel Jason Burcham
Band of the Royal Marines Portsmouth

Captain Matt Weites

WO2 Lisa Keachie

Band of the Royal Marines Plymouth

Captain Peter Woffenden

WO2 James Parkinson

Band of the Royal Marines Collingwood

Captain Tom Crane

WO2 Hannah Trudgeon

Band of the Royal Marines Scotland

Captain Tom Griffin

WO2 Zoë O’Gorman

Band of the Royal Marines Commando Training Centre

Captain Andy Gregory

WO2 Dominic O’Connor

Army
Principal Director of Music (Army): Lieutenant Colonel David Barringer MBE
Commanding Officer, Household Division Bands: Lieutenant Colonel Simon Haw MBE
Commanding Officer, Regional Bands: Lieutenant Colonel Mike Smith
Band of The Household Cavalry

Major Paul Collis-Smith

SCpl Paul Mason

Band of the Grenadier Guards

Captain Ben Mason

WO2 Mathias Anderson

Band of the Coldstream Guards

Major Stewart Halliday

Band of the Scots Guards

Major Mark Aldridge

Band of the Irish Guards

Captain Neil Skipper

Band of the Welsh Guards

Major Craig Hallatt (from summer
2021)

WO2 Michael McGowan

Countess of Wessex’s String Orchestra

Captain Sarah Marinescu

SSgt Tom Rundle-Wood

Band of the Royal Regiment of Scotland

Major Evin Frost

CSgt Liam Grunsell

Band and Bugles of The Rifles

Captain Justin Teggarty

WO1 Troy Taylor-Smith

Band of the Prince of Wales

WO1 David Hatton

British Army Band Catterick

Captain Matt Simons

SSgt Chris Brown

British Army Band Colchester

Major Lauren Petritz-Watts

WO2 Jonathan Rockey

British Army Band Tidworth

Captain Andrew Porter

SSgt Brendan Gudgeon

British Army Band Sandhurst

Captain Bethan Waters

SSgt Dean Nixon

Band of the Brigade of Gurkhas
Assistant Director of Music

Captain Shane O’Neill
Captain Basudev Gurung

Band of the Royal Gibraltar Regiment

WO1 Jonathan Spencer

Director of Army Bagpipe Music and Highland Drumming: Major Gordon Rowan, The Royal Regiment of Scotland
Army School of Ceremonial, Drumming Wing: WO1 Simon Towe, Royal Anglian Regt., Senior Drum Major, Army

Royal Air Force
Principal Director of Music, Royal Air Force: Wing Commander Piers Morell
Central Band of the Royal Air Force

Flight Lieutenant Tom Rodda

Band of the Royal Air Force College

Flight Lieutenant Chris I’Anson

Band of the Royal Air Force Regiment

Flying Officer Mike Parsons

Royal Air Force Salon Orchestra
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WO Anthony Scannell

Sgt Henry Eastburn-Pentreath
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ROYAL MARINES BAND SERVICE

The Royal Marines Fanfare Team plays during filming for the Mountbatten Festival of Music which was broadcast online
at 7.30pm on Friday 4th June. (Photo: Crown Copyright 2021 Band Sergeant Paul Meacham)

Whilst living this pandemic way of life there has always been
a feeling of wondering when things are going to change, why
do we still have to do this and that, and when can we get back
to normal. Well, if nothing else we now seem to be moving
in the right direction, we have a roadmap, and we all now
need to implement our vastly superior Royal Marines mapreading skills to get us to our desired and final destination as
quickly and safely as possible!
We went in to the first lockdown not long after our 2020
Mountbatten Festival of Music but, as I write this, we are just
putting the finishing touches to the 2021 broadcast, which
was very much a metaphorical ‘shot in the arm’ for all
involved – back on a stage doing what we love. Credit must
be given to everyone who made this happen in such difficult
times, and to deliver everything we have whilst remaining
COVID compliant and safe speaks volumes for the quality of
people we have within the Royal Marines Band Service.
Understandably, it is a very different looking Mountbatten
Festival of Music; lower in number we may have been due to
social distancing, but lower in quality it most certainly is not.
Sometimes from adversity the best can come, the restrictions
actually provided an opportunity for us to include different
things from normal and I can assure it is a highly entertaining
and musically brilliant show for you to enjoy. That said, roll
on next year for the 50th Mountbatten Festival of Music, and
please let it be in front of our normal packed Royal Albert
Hall audience!
The RMBS continues to support the COVID response with
Scotland Band having been deployed all across the North of
England helping to vaccinate the general public, and all other
bands and elements of HQ supporting Lateral Flow Testing
and isolation groups in their home units. This work allows
these establishments to provide safe and efficient working
environments to continue delivering their normal operations.
Special mention must go to Sergeant Sandra James who was
presented with the Commandant General Royal Marines
Commendation for the way she led the testing programme at
CTCRM.
On 5th March 2021 a service was held at the Royal Marines
School of Music in the presence of our Commandant General,
Major General Matt Holmes CBE, DSO, to mark the
Centenary of our 1914-1918 Silver Memorial Drums. During

this event the Principal Chaplain Royal Navy, Reverend
Professor Scott Shackleton rededicated these drums to the
memory of those who gave their lives in the Great War, and
for the first time included the 80 Buglers and Boy Buglers lost
but whose ultimate sacrifice had not been immortalised.
April saw the sad passing of HRH The Prince Phillip, Duke
of Edinburgh, who displayed exemplary service as our
Captain General for more than 64 years. It was fitting then
that our Corps took prominent roles throughout the funeral
service with Band Service representation being provided by
the Band of Her Majesty’s Royal Marines Commando
Training Centre Royal Marines in the Windsor Castle
Quadrangle, whilst Buglers, at the personal request of the
Duke, performed both Last Post and Action Stations from
within St. George’s Chapel. Those Buglers were quite simply
superb, performing flawless renditions despite the huge
significance and additional pressure of the viewing millions.
BZ to them and the impeccable leadership of Sergeant Bugler
Jamie Ritchie.
Training has continued unabated at RMSoM which has seen
countless ranks passing out to their respective bands, two new
Bandmaster qualified ranks with Sergeants Matt Green and
Kirsty Flew, and a new Director of Music as Lieutenant Ann
Miller RM has been commissioned. Special congratulations
go to flute-playing trainee Musician Mathew Leung who was
victorious in this year’s Cassel Prize soloist competition.
There is much banter to be had in bands everywhere about the
personality traits of certain instrumentalists, with bassoon
players at times given a rough ride. This image was not helped
though when bassoon-playing-completely-nuts Lance
Corporal Phil Powell pulled his car around HMS Raleigh
parade square for a 26-mile-marathon in aid of the Royal
Navy and Royal Marines Charity. In this case a very fit
bassoon player with great ethics! Nice one Phil!
All musicians like positives notes, so let’s finish on one.
Throughout this entire pandemic the Royal Marines Band
Service has sought to develop new opportunities rather than
see problems. Times are gradually changing, so let’s all hope
we can soon greet you again at our concerts. In the meantime,
stay safe, and enjoy the Mountbatten Festival broadcast!
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ROYAL CORPS OF ARMY MUSIC
Music at the Heart of the Ceremony
All those on parade for the Royal Funeral of His Royal
Highness The Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, undoubtedly
felt a great sense of pride and honour to be able to participate
in such a profound moment in our nation’s history. His Royal
Highness, Prince Philip, has been – in The Queen’s own
words – her ‘strength and stay’ during her reign, for a Queen
who has ruled for longer than any other Monarch in British
History. His Royal Highness, Prince Philip, was a remarkable
man.
This ‘profound moment’ in history was marked in an elegant
and simple way; each act, helping to convey a deep sense of
loss and reverence. At the heart of the ceremony, music
played its part; understated, ever-present, with dignity, poise
and at times with full voice.
At such a difficult and momentous time for the whole nation,
some may say that the performance of music at the Royal
Funeral helped convey a sense of hope - hope that there are
those willing to give their lives in the service of others and
that is perhaps the legacy of His Royal Highness, Prince
Philip.
Lieutenant Colonel Simon Haw MBE
Commanding Officer Household Division Bands

As a Regional Band, it was a great honour to be part of a
momentous event that will sit as a prominent occasion in the
history of the monarchy of this country. Prince Philip had
been Colonel-in-Chief of The Rifles for 13 years, and
throughout the planning stages for the funeral Rifles Band
have always been marked to carry out the role of the Guard
of Honour Band. This special moment in history will sit in
the minds of all those who took part for the rest of their lives.
Much of the organisation of the event had already been
planned, waiting to be executed upon the call of the funeral.
And sure enough, with military precision, everything fell into
place within hours of the notification of death. With so many
COVID-19 restrictions in place; extra measures were put in
to ensure a safe and compliant ceremony. What was once
planned to be a huge ceremony covering London and the
streets of Windsor, had in recent months been scaled back to
the more intimate ceremony that was carried out.
Regular testing and carefully orchestrated social distancing
were quickly put in place with new restrictions adhered to.
The scale of Pirbright allowed for socially distanced
rehearsals to take place, with each element of the ceremony
assigned different parts of the camp to rehearse in. We
worked with the Guard of Honour, with our focus being
music and their focus being drill. Timing was key to every

The Band of the Grenadier Guards crossing the Quadrangle, Windsor Palace, to its place in readiness to lead the funeral
procession to the Chapel Royal of St. George’s on 17th April. (Photo: MOD/Crown Copyright2021)

HRH The Duke of Edinburgh was appointed Colonel in Chief
of The Rifles upon its formation in 2007, however his
connections with the Regiment date back to 1953. Upon his
retirement from public duties, he relinquished the role in Jul
2020, handing it over to HRH The Duchess of Cornwall.
Buglers from The Rifles Bugle Platoon, attached to the band,
sounded the end of Colonel-in-Chief patronage for Prince
Philip at Windsor Castle on 22 July 2020. It was therefore
quite fitting that the Rifles Band played such a prominent role
on the funeral of HRH The Duke of Edinburgh, once again at
Windsor Castle.
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element of the ceremony, as was the role of the Garrison
Sergeant Major and the various Marshals who made sure
everything run to plan.
Following rehearsal days, recces and briefs it was time to put
the plan into action. The Rifles Band and Guard of Honour
stepped off after the Street Liners, and in true Rifles tradition
marched at 140 paces per minute towards and through
Windsor Castle down to St George’s Chapel. The emptiness
of the Castle was strange, and although the sound of Rifles’
marches echoed around the Castle there was an eerie silence
at the same time. The Guard of Honour took their position on
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Horseshoe Cloister facing the Chapel doors while the band
fronted up next to the steps leading up and into the Chapel.
The long silent stand was broken with the sound of the
processional band approaching the Chapel from the
Quadrangle at the top of the Castle. The ominous beat of the
drum at 75 paces per minute and the funeral marches played
by the Grenadier Guards Band made this event very real
indeed. As the processional band entered Horseshoe Cloister,
the music cut out leaving another silence as the band marched
passed us. The Guard of Honour gave their ‘Present Arms’
and we performed the National Anthem as the Land Rover
bearing the coffin approached and stopped at the foot of the
steps.
A stillness fell upon everyone as the bearer party carried the
coffin up the steps and into St George’s Chapel, followed by
members of the Royal Family. Once the doors of the Chapel
closed, one by one each Unit dispersed from Horseshoe
Cloister in silence, with the reality of what just happened
starting to sink in.
It was an honour and a privilege to be a part of this occasion
and to play such a prominent role. To perform with such
detail, in high profile situations and to be in the eyes and ears
of millions of people around the world is what we do best.
Captain Justin Teggarty
The Band and Bugles of The Rifles

I received the sad news during a full band rehearsal that HRH
The Duke of Edinburgh had passed away and that the eight
days of funeral preparations would begin.
It was announced that the funeral would take place in
St George’s Chapel, Windsor Castle, sadly due to the
pandemic the funeral would be limited to 30 in the
congregation. The focus of the nation was looking to the
Armed Forces to provide a fitting Ceremonial Parade to
honour a man that had given so much to the nation.
As Trumpet Major it is my responsibility to select the team
that would perform the Reveille at the service. The players
that I chose had a combined 60 years of experience and were
players that I had every confidence would be able to perform
under intense pressure. They were W02(BCM) Matthew
Screen, LCoH Michael Sinclair and LCoH Kate Sandford.
All of the team throughout their careers have shown
consistent high levels of performance, discipline and
musicianship and have become experts on the State Trumpet
(an instrument notorious for being unpredictable).
As expected, the media were very keen to get to know who
the people were that would be performing at the service. In
the days leading up to the Funeral we were interviewed by the
BBC and Army Media to give an account of what it meant to
be performing at what would be for us such a private affair
but for the public a national event. Being a part of the State
Trumpet Team often brings us close to the Royal Family at
ceremonial events throughout the year. During the interviews
we were asked to recount fondly the various meetings and
lasting impressions of HRH The Duke of Edinburgh. These
stories would later be broadcast on National TV and across
social media.
On the day of the funeral our role was to perform the Reveille,
this would be performed after the four Royal Marines Buglers
led by Bugle Major Sergeant Jamie Ritchie had sounded the
Last Post. HRH The Duke of Edinburgh had requested that
the Buglers would also perform the call Actions Stations, this
call I expect he would have heard during WW2. The State
Trumpet Team and fanfare teams in general almost always
perform in straight lines shoulder to shoulder, this provides

the team with clear line of sight and makes it easier to play in
tune and together. It was at the first rehearsal inside St
George’s Chapel that we were informed that we would have
to perform at the rear of the chapel in a staggered V formation
to abide by social distancing rules. We had been rehearsing
as a team from the day the news had broken, however this
playing formation was something completely new to both
teams and required considerable adjustment to get used to.
The smaller congregation inside the chapel amplified the
acoustics creating large amounts of echo and reverberation.
HRH The Duke of Edinburgh had carefully planned his
funeral and the music that he chose was sung by a quartet of
four of the finest singers I have had the pleasure to listen to.
It was following the Style and Titles of HRH The Duke of
Edinburgh Address that the Pipe Major, Colour Sergeant
Peter Grant, began playing his Lament from the North Quire
Aisle, this was our cue to take position at the rear of the
Chapel.
The Last Post played by the Buglers with its softer sound
filled the chapel and represented the melancholy nature of the
call perfectly. There was not the normal minute’s silence
between calls as this had already been held at the start of the
service by the nation at 3pm. I brought up the team for the
Reveille and the sound of the State Trumpets was an amazing
thing to hear, the strident sound they produce is in complete
contrast to the Bugle, representing the start of a new day the
call is uplifting and full of energy. The call has a large number
of fast phrases and tricky articulation, the team played it
brilliantly and it was a moment for all of them to be proud of.
Playing for HRH The Duke of Edinburgh’s funeral is one of
the proudest moments of my career.
Trumpet Major Julian Sandford
Band of the Household Cavalry

A new CD
Just after this edition of the Journal went to press the
Orchestra of the Household Division released a new CD.
Entitled Investiture, it features seven tracks conducted by
Captain Sarah Marinescu and a new work, Regina, written to
mark the 95th birthday of Her Majesty The Queen, composed
and conducted by Lieutenant Colonel Simon Haw MBE.
The recording opens with
the La Rejouissance and
Bouree from Music For The
Royal Fireworks (Handel)
and continues with the
1st movement from William
Boyce’s Symphony No.1.
The
Badinerie
from
Orchestral Suite No. 2 (J S
Bach) features Colour
Sergeant Rachel Smith’s
solo flute and is followed by Abdelazer Rondeau (Purcell),
Pizzicato Polka (Delibes) and Palladio (Jenkins).
Simon Haw’s Regina is a five-part piece: Tela Aurea, Gratia,
featuring a violin solo by Musician Ewelina Wozniak, Gloria
In Excelsis Deo and Coniux, with an oboe solo by Lance
Sergeant Peter Batai. The final part, Vivat Regina, brings this
music for an investiture to a close.
From 5th June, the CD has been on sale on the SCM website
https://www.householddivision.org.uk/scm-purchase. Tracks
are also available online on major platforms including Spotify
and Amazon. For those unable or unwilling to purchase
online, an order form to purchase by cheque through the post
will be printed in the next edition of the Journal.
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RAF MUSIC SERVICES
Making Music Once More
Throughout the last year musicians from Royal Air Force
Music Services have been supporting the UK Government’s
response to the COVID-19 pandemic through numerous
Military Aid to the Civil Authority (MACA) taskings. One of
the first teams to be deployed was sent to the Channel Islands
from April to June 2020. Forming a Military Planning Liaison
Team, they assisted both the Governments of Guernsey and
Jersey in their planning and management of the outbreak.
October 2020 to January 2021 saw further deployments to
Derbyshire and the West Midlands assisting and conducting
mass testing across the regions. From January to April 2021,
over 70 personnel were deployed throughout Wales
supporting the Welsh Government and working closely with
NHS Wales to assist in their vaccine role out process.
Corporal Emily Eastburn-Pentreath commented: “I was
proud to be supporting this tasking, assisting the NHS and the
Welsh Government with the delivery of a vaccine that is
bringing people hope!”
Members from the Band
of the Royal Auxiliary
Air Force have also been
involved. Forming a
Mobile Testing Unit
between June and July
2020,
they
assisted
symptomatic patients at
sites where there was a
higher
demand
for
testing.
RAF Musicians have
stepped into different and
challenging roles since
April 2020. They have
transferred
their
teamwork
and
skills
Chief Technician Tony Giles from communication
the Band of the Royal Auxiliary Air needed on the parade
Force working at a mobile testing
square
and
concert
unit. (Photo: MOD/Crown
platform
to
their
Copyright2021)
deployments across the
country. This sentiment is shared by Director of Music and
Acting OC RAF Music Services, Squadron Leader Richard
Murray: “We are proud of our musicians who have been
deployed in support of the Government’s response to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Feedback on their contribution has
been extremely positive, demonstrating the capability and
adaptability of our personnel.”
On the 17th April 2021 over 700 Military Personnel took part
in His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh’s Funeral. A
126 piece band made up of the Combined Bands of the RAF,
the Band of the Scots Guards and the Royal Marines Band
Service was honoured to play a part in this historic, yet
sombre occasion. Musicians formed up in the grounds of
Windsor Castle and marched to the castle gates playing
marches such as Eagle Squadron and Glorious Victory.
Once in position in the Quadrangle of Windsor Castle the TriService Massed Band was formed and a number of pieces
were played. These included I Vow to Thee My Country,
Supreme Sacrifice, Jerusalem, Isle of Beauty and Nimrod.
Sergeant Dave Cox said: “The sound was so rich in the
10

Quadrangle of Windsor Castle. On this historical occasion it
was such a real privilege and honour to be one of the 700
military personnel involved.”
With the easing of restrictions in May 2021, the Combined
Bands of the RAF were excited to get back to music making
starting with a Graduation Parade at RAF Halton,
Buckinghamshire. For the first time this year, the new recruits
and family members were able to enjoy the sound of a live
marching band and were entertained by a variety of music
including You Can’t Stop The Beat from the musical
Hairspray. It was also a special day for Bandmaster Warrant
Officer Stephen McGuinness as it was his last parade with the
Band after 33 years of service.
Whilst fellow band
members
were
performing at RAF
Halton,
Corporal
Cris
Richards
sounded the Last
Post
on
the
Embarkment
in
London as part of a
joint
ceremony
between the RAF and
the Luftwaffe. The
short service is held
annually to honour
the personnel of both
nations who have lost
their lives in the
service
of
their Corporal Cris Richards of the Central
Band sounding Last Post at the RAF
countries. This year
Embankment,
Air
Commodore Memorial on the Victoria
London, on 5th May. (Photo:
Sansom was joined by
MOD/Crown Copyright2021)
Group
Captain
Stephan Breidenbach, the German Air Attaché to the UK.
The following day, RAF Musicians supported the Modular
Initial Officer Training graduation at RAF College Cranwell,
Lincolnshire. At the ceremony, the band welcomed the
Reviewing Officer, Air Vice Marshal Maddison OBE, MA,
RAF, Air Officer Commanding 22 Group, with the fanfare
Shining Sword. Musicians entertained the families and
friends with the epic Pathfinders March and the triumphant
Fanfare and Flourishes. DOM Flying Officer Parsons said of
the occasion: “It’s fantastic to get back to playing music again
today, we are delighted to be here to support these young
officers as they start their exciting careers in the RAF.”
Over the last year RAF musicians have been honoured to
support the Government’s response to the COVID-19
pandemic, Now, as restrictions ease, the bands are excited to
be returning to their primary duties and to be making music
once more.
Corporal Stephen Hunter
Band of the Royal Air Force Regiment

The full story of how RAF Music has been supporting the UK
Government’s
response
to
COVID-19
is
at
https://www.raf.mod.uk/display-teams/raf-music-services/
news/its-difficult-to-be-a-musician-with-a-face-mask-on/
To keep up to date with RAF Music please visit:
https://www.facebook.com/RoyalAirForceMusic
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CD REVIEWS
Cenotaph Requiem
Cenotaph Requiem, composed by Lieutenant Colonel Simon
Haw MBE, Commanding Officer of the Household Division
Bands, was written in 2018 to mark the Centenary of the
ending of the First World War. To quote the composer from
the CD programme notes, “The work
uses a number of texts from the Latin
Mass - Introit, Kyrie, Sanctus, Agnus
Dei, Pie Jesu, In Paradisum - to form
an overarching Requiem structure,
interspersed with five instrumental
movements - Marne, Gallipoli, Jutland,
Somme, Passchendaele - that provide a
chronological narrative of the First
World War”.
The recording utilises the finest
musicians from within the diverse
resources of the Household Division’s
seven regimental bands; Grenadier,
Coldstream, Scots, Irish and Welsh
Guards, The Household Cavalry and
the Countess of Wessex’s String
Orchestra that together form the State Ceremonial Musicians
of the Household Division. Add to this choristers and soloists
from the Commonwealth Scholar’s Choir and
Commonwealth Children’s Choir and you have indeed a
formidable array of talented musicians. The work is
conducted by former Principal Director of Music, Lieutenant
Colonel (Retired) Kevin Roberts MBE, with Captain Laura
Stead making a guest appearance as conductor of the
Commonwealth Children’s Choir in the final movement.
The accompanying booklet includes full information about
the music, performers and production team in addition to a
message from the composer about the music, together with a
‘reflection’ by the Senior Chaplain, London District. There is
an unfortunate ‘typo’ on the inside title page (airman should
read airmen) plus a couple of misplaced apostrophes
elsewhere. With the (relatively) rare occasion of the String
Orchestra combining with musicians from the other
Household Division Bands, there appears to be some
confusion as to the group’s nomenclature: referred to
variously as ‘Orchestra of the Household Division’, ‘The
Household Division Bands’, ‘The Musicians of the
Household Division’ and ‘State Ceremonial Musicians of the
Household Division’.
Let’s be quite clear here, this is a substantial composition that
explores areas of human emotion not often found in a military
band recording. However, it should be noted that this is not
performed by, or written for, a conventional military band,
nor is it military music in the generally accepted sense, so we
are in somewhat uncharted territory here. If you were hoping
for the descriptive sounds of trumpet and bugle calls echoing
across the field of battle, rousing calls to arms, marching
tunes and cannon fire etc, etc, then you should be listening to
Tchaikovsky’s 1812 Overture or Beethoven’s Wellington’s
Victory; not Simon Haw’s Cenotaph Requiem. As the title
suggests, this is deeply emotional music. Descriptive, yes, but
only in the sense of feelings of intense supplication, devotion
and homage; reflecting on the tragedy of human sacrifice
rather than attempting to describe the visual horrors and
sounds of warfare.

Simon Haw’s compositional skills are acknowledged as
exceptional and, to my mind, quite unique. His music speaks
with an intensity and individuality that is rare in military
circles. He utilises all the available resources at his disposal
to great overall effect, juxtaposing the strings of the orchestra
with voices, soloists, woodwind, brass
and percussion to create an expressive,
sublime and emotionally charged
original composition that effectively
conveys a most powerful and moving
story. Each of the eleven movements
has its own merits and individuality and
it would be wrong to single out any
particular movement. However, I feel I
must mention the fine instrumental
playing in Gallipoli, the sheer beauty of
the vocals in Pie Jesu, the powerful
intensity of Passchendaele and the
tranquillity of In Paradisum. This is a
recording suitable for the collection of
any music connoisseur and devotee of
musical excellence.
Major (Rtd.) Roger Swift

Great and Glorious
There is nothing better than the sight and sound of British
Military Bands plying their trade, demonstrating to a global
audience that ceremonial traditions and musical heritage
continue to play an integral part in today’s culture, especially
in these most challenging of times.
While civilian musicians are forced out of work and
struggling to maintain their individual and collective skills,
the musicians of the Household Division have come together
and produced a highly commendable recording with a
collection of ‘Triumphant Music’. Recorded during the height
of the COVID pandemic of 2020 in the most sacred setting of
the Guards’ Chapel in Wellington Barracks, the aim of this
recording is to convey a powerful message of hope,
patriotism, duty and achievement in the face of adversity.
Lieutenant Colonel Simon Haw MBE and his team have put
together, as he says in his foreword, “…a collection of Great
British iconic music, including some of the most stirring and
memorable compositions of the classical repertoire”.
Utilising some of the most recognisable patriotic pieces by
arguably one of the most distinguished lists of British
composers, Colonel Simon has provided a perfect snapshot of
what we have all been missing.
Kicking-off proceedings in the most patriotic manner
imaginable, is a rousing rendition of Sir Edward Elgar’s
classic, Pomp and Circumstance March No.1. Having had the
privilege of performing and conducting this wonderful march
on numerous occasions, it never ceases to amaze me how it
can stir the emotions. The hairs on your neck rise along with
chest out and shoulders back, the energy and purpose of the
players is palpable. The low cornet sustains the interest,
which is never easy with the first strains of Land of Hope and
Glory, eventually building with the whole band to an
energetic flag-waving finale.
Slowing the pace is Frederick Delius’s La Calinda that
requires considerable control, skill and consistency to find the
delicacy required for this delightful little number. It is always
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a challenge for a wind band to replicate the flow of the
orchestral original, but I really admire the effort by everyone
involved to achieve a fine result.
A hidden gem is Major Leslie Statham’s Great and Glorious,
which is a piece I was not previously aware. He is better
known under his pen name Arnold Steck, where he composed
a large number of marches and a good amount of light music,
which are considered some of the finest compositions of its
time. Amongst these are, Birdcage Walk and Drum Majorette
that was the original Match of the Day theme. Great and
Glorious is perhaps a march not for leading troops down The
Mall, but I would venture Major Statham composed this piece
for a special occasion. The opening themed fanfare
emphasises the band’s impressive brass team and is followed
by a measured stately theme played by the woodwind before
returning to the opening fanfare for an uplifting ending.
Now with my nautical background,
I was eager to hear the excerpts from
Henry Wood’s Fantasia on British
Sea Songs, but slightly bemused that
only two songs were performed from
this epic collection of sea songs. The
first is Tom Bowling beautifully
played by the alto saxophone,
followed by Home, Sweet Home
featuring the oboe. A real shame that
some of the other songs were not
included, especially as the CD run
time is only 48 minutes. However, I
can appreciate that time constraints in
these recording sessions and the
pandemic
restrictions
would
obviously be a major consideration on
what was achievable.
Increasing the pace once again is the coronation march Crown
Imperial by William Walton, that is enthusiastically
performed with some sparkling sections. This brought out the
best in the band with their typical full forte sound and broad
tone, although some clarity and detail in the louder tutti
sections was submerged in the mix, but nothing could detract
from enjoying this performance.
One of the many highlights of this album is the brass playing
and in particular that of the principal cornet, Lance Corporal
Nick Mott. His performance of John Stanley’s Trumpet
Voluntary is of the highest order with clarity, control and the
consistency to deliver a performance that stands out from
many others. This will not be surprising to those that know
him, especially with his brass banding background plus his
recent graduation, with a BMus (Hons) degree, from the
Royal College of Music. This certainly demonstrates some of
the many opportunities that are available to young musicians
that decide to join one of our military bands. I will look
forward to listening to more of Corporal Mott’s performances
on future recordings.
Changing mood once more is the film score music Prelude on
49th Parallel by Ralph Vaughan Williams, where the band is
able to illustrate their bold, full-tone sound that is so
recognisable. This flows really well with the seamless
changes across phrase lines that worked throughout the piece
creating a warm wall of sound that envelops the listener.
Obviously the band is in its element with this style of piece,
whereas Gustav Holst’s Jupiter is a fiendishly challenging
work to perform for any wind band.
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Having recorded this work previously myself on the Holst in
Chichester CD back in 2009, I fully appreciate the care and
effort that has been taken by the conductor, Major Paul
Collis-Smith and the musicians of the band in achieving this
creditable performance. Holst’s original hymn tune Thaxted
first appears in Jupiter and then in 1921 he set the poem I vow
to thee, my country to the tune, where it quickly became
adopted as a patriotic anthem, although the composer had no
such intention for his setting. Interestingly, HRH The Prince
Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, was born in 1921 and this very
same tune was performed by the Tri-Service massed bands on
the lawn of Windsor Castle at his funeral exactly 100 years
later.
Conducting the massed bands on that occasion was the
current Commanding Officer of the Household Division
Bands, Lieutenant Colonel Simon Haw MBE, who composed
the penultimate items Benedictus and
Salvation from his Songs of Peace.
Composing this whilst in Baghdad in
2019, it was written to mark the 75th
anniversary of the end of World War
II. Benedictus features the impressive
and expressive soloist Musician
Ewelina Wozniak on violin, again
demonstrating the quality and
versatility of military musicians who
can adapt their style so expertly. With
a burst of brass and percussion,
Salvation powers everyone towards an
uplifting and rousing finale that
concludes with Gordon Jacob’s
arrangement of the National Anthem.

My final thoughts on this CD
recording are that it is a refreshing
return for the musicians of the Household Division to the
recording studio, or should I say, the recording Chapel!
Although not a full-length CD, it is packed with quality,
honesty and a huge amount of endeavour. With the
complexities and challenges of recording an album during a
global pandemic, they have certainly achieved it with aplomb.
Utilising the acoustics of the Guards’ Chapel to best effect,
there is something on the playlist for everyone to enjoy and
appreciate. Many congratulations to all involved including
the conductors, musicians and sound engineers, who all did a
fantastic job. I have huge respect for these musicians who
have undoubtedly demonstrated once again the benefit that
military music brings to the cultural fabric of our nation,
which is ‘Great and Glorious’.
Lieutenant Colonel Dr Nick Grace OBE, RM

Both CDs can be purchased through the State Ceremonial
Music webpage: https://www.householddivision.org.uk/scm
Purchase is a two-step process which is clearly laid out on the
SCM webpage. The tracks on the CDs are also available to
purchase online on major platforms including Spotify and
Amazon.
The cost from SCM, inclusive of postage and packaging to
the UK, is £12 for one CD and £23 for two. Costs to addresses
outside the UK are given on the website.
For those unable or unwilling to purchase online, order forms
to purchase by cheque through the post are available and have
been reproduced to clip or copy on page 18 of this Journal.
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LOVED ONES, NEGLECTED ONES
Some thoughts on the concert repertoire
The overture has long been one of the highlights of military
band concerts and thank goodness this is something that
continues. However, concerts are now few and far between
but I reckon that at about ninety per-cent of those I have
attended over the past few years, the overture has been Light
Cavalry (Suppe), Orpheus in the Underworld (Offenbach),
Candide (Bernstein) or the Festival Overture by
Shostakovich.
All great works, of course, but I have sometimes wondered
whether the modern generation of musicians realises just how
many other great overtures they must have lurking in their
libraries. After all, they won’t remember the days when bands
did week-long engagements with two concerts a day,
necessitating a repertoire of at least fourteen overtures, so
they have never had the opportunity to play most of them.
Take Franz von Suppe for example. Even his other two potboilers, Poet and Peasant and Morning, Noon and Night in
Vienna, are seldom heard, let alone gems such as
Banditenstreiche (Jolly Robbers), Tantalusqualen and Pique
Dame which once held a much-loved place in the standard
repertoire.
“Argh,” you may say,
“but ‘Light Cavalry’
is a military style
overture.” If that is
what is required,
perhaps
try
The
King’s Lieutenant by
Emil Titl, which is
much in the same
style,
or
Private
Ortheris in which
John Ansell uses
military themes in the
way his Plymouth Hoe
and Windjammer use
nautical themes.

Directors of Music know the final movement of Haydn
Wood’s suite London Landmarks, called Wellington
Barracks?
The ever-popular cornet trios also now seem forgotten, and
the most enthusiastic applause always followed the fast and
furious solos from the piccolo or the xylophone, of happy
memory. Post Horn Galop is always impressive and fun but
then so was Leo Stanley’s The Huntsman.
Thinking back to Trevor Sharpe, what has happened to the
stylish arrangements which he penned, such as The Late
Twenties, a selection of melodic songs from almost a hundred
years ago arranged in such a masterful manner that they never
sounded the least bit dated. A long-departed friend who was
a regular concert attender used to regard The Late Twenties as
the ‘test piece’ by which he would judge a band, his logical
reasoning being that it needed to be played with real style and
that was what made the difference between a good band and
an outstanding one.
His other test-piece was the Wee MacGregor Highland Patrol
by Henry Amers for the same reason, which brings to mind
another neglected form, the patrol, starting quietly then
building up as the patrol marches past before fading into the
distance.
Sapper
Patrol (Alf Young)
and Welsh Patrol
(Archie Ellis) are
others of the genre.

The
numerous
compositions by Terry
Kenny seem to have
been forgotten, but
they are all so
wonderfully tuneful
with big dollops of
imagination
and
originality. Then there
are other light music
composers, such as
Ronald Binge, Robert
The style of overtures
Farnon,
Brian
Lieutenant Colonel Trevor Sharpe LVO, OBE's successor as Director of Music,
varies
enormously,
from the grand opera Coldstream Guards, Lieutenant Colonel ‘Dick’ Ridings OBE, here conducting the band at Reynolds and Cy
his final concert in St James’s Park before retiring in 1985.
Payne, whose music
of Wagner’s Rienzi to
(Photo: Colin Dean)
has become neglected,
light overtures such as
but
none
more
so
than
Albert
Ketelbey
whose compositions
Vanity Fair by Percy Fletcher. Orpheus with its can-can is
were
especially
popular
between
the
wars
and must surely
always popular but there are many others by Offenbach in a
include
some
of
the
loveliest
melodies
ever
written.
similar style; La Belle Helene has really great melodies. If a
‘Festival Overture’ is wanted, why not try the one by Leutner
instead?
It is not just overtures, but so much else also falls into the
category of ‘neglected ones’. Suites for example; how nice it
would be to once again hear the likes of the Americana Suite
(Thurban), Nott’num Town by Alan Street with its fun-filled
‘Goose Fair’ movement, or Frederic Curzon’s Robin Hood
Suite, ending with the stirring March of the Bowmen. Or John
Foulds’ Celtic Suite with its wonderful Lament as the middle
movement. Or Trevor Sharpe’s Caribbean Cameo. Or the
numerous London themed suites; I wonder how many Guards

Finally, there are the finales. Whatever happened to the two
great Slavonic Rhapsodies by Carl Friedmann, or such pieces
as Der Geist des Woiwoden or The Wedding of Louis Alonso?
Thank goodness for Major David Hammond who, although it
wasn’t a military band, dug deep into his library when he had
the Countess of Wessex’s String Orchestra and, lo and
behold, found countless long-forgotten gems which were so
well received at his concerts. We can hope that he will do the
same with the Royal Yeomanry – Sir, please!
Colin Dean
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YEOMANRY CONNECTIONS
Three Yeomanry Association Bands
Yeomanry regiments of volunteer cavalrymen were first
raised in the late 18th century in response to fears of invasion
and insurrection during the Napoleonic wars. In time, many
of these units raised a band, some even having mounted bands
with a kettledrummer and drum horse.
The Victorian era, before widespread recorded music, was the
hey-day of the yeomanry band. The wars and mechanisation
of the 20th Century re-roled what yeomanry units remained to
artillery or signals tasks and, while a few yeomanry units did
retain a band, the ‘re-organisations’ of the 1960s put paid to
most of them. Today, the Royal Yeomanry Band (Inns of
Court and City Yeomanry) of the Army Reserve is the only
remaining yeomanry band ‘on the books’. Off the books,
however, there are bands that still retain links with their
yeomanry past. The histories of three local to London are
typical.
The Middlesex Yeomanry Concert Band is associated with
47 (Middlesex Yeomanry) Signal Squadron of the Army
Reserve. It traces its roots to the 1840s when the Uxbridge
Yeomanry could boast a brass band of 13 members. In 1882,
mounted on greys headed by a drum horse, the band took part
in the parade for the 1st Life Guards’ return from the Egyptian
Campaign. The Regimental History records: “The band,
without exception at this time, from the Bandmaster
downwards. were all ex-Household Cavalry men… …and,
under Bandmaster Graves, was considered one of the best
bands of the Metropolitan Auxiliary Regiments.”
This mounted band performed at the Lord Mayor's Show in
1899 with our member Tony Dean’s great-great-uncle as
kettledrummer. Apparently, the following week all the band’s
horses were shipped to South Africa for use in the Boer War
and the band was never again mounted.
After the First World War the Middlesex Yeomanry re-roled
as Divisional Signals and a band was re-formed playing at
many public engagements and regimental functions.
Following disbandment during the Second World War, it
wasn’t until 1960 that a Middlesex Yeomanry Regimental
Band, formed from a nucleus of ex-RAF Central Band
musicians led by Bandmaster Ted Tamplin, was enlisted into
the TA. The 1968 re-organisation severed the band’s official
connection with the regiment, but it continued as a voluntary
organisation affiliated to the Regimental Association.
Today, the band wears green blazers and Regimental
Association ties acknowledging the links with its Middlesex
Yeomanry history and, under Director of Music Michael
Robinson (ex RAF Central Band), it continues to flourish. In
April 2018 its ‘100 Years of the Royal Air Force’ concert, for
example, featured Eric Coates’ Dam Busters March, the
Spitfire Concert March by Michael Story and Kenneth
Alford’s Eagle Squadron March.
The Band of the Surrey Yeomanry is a concert band affiliated
to the Surrey Yeomanry Regimental Association. The history
of Yeomanry bands in Surrey includes a Band of the Surrey
Regiment of Yeomanry Cavalry who, in 1837, played at
Vauxhall Gardens for an early parachute descent that went
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spectacularly wrong. The entertainment, during which a
Mr Cocking planned to parachute from a balloon, had
attracted large crowds to whom the band played as the balloon
ascended. Sadly, the ascent was much more rapid than
expected and when Cocking attempted his jump he fell from
the parachute and was killed.
There are no records currently available for subsequent
Surrey Yeomanry bands until the 1960s though, in common
with the other yeomanry regiments, the Surrey Yeomanry
served in the South African War and the two World Wars,
having converted to gunners in 1922.
The current band was formed in 1964 as the band of
263rd (Surrey Yeomanry, Queen's Mary's) Field Regiment,
RA. Inevitably, 1968 saw the band disestablished but it kept
together, at first unofficially and then under the auspices of
the Regimental Association.
Today, playing in dark red blazers (the colour of Surrey
Yeomanry’s facings) and Regimental Association ties, the
band is a 30 to 40-piece concert band. Its repertoire includes
selections of show tunes, Big Band music and modern pieces
written specifically for concert bands. In normal times it plays
each year in June for the Coram Foundation’s fund-raising
day in Bloomsbury, London. The band also gives bandstand
concerts throughout the summer and plays at Eastbourne’s
‘1812 Fireworks and Proms’ Concerts.
Now a marching and concert band affiliated to the
Regimental Association, the Essex Yeomanry Band has a
repertoire of military, classical and light music. The band
traces its roots to the West Essex Yeomanry Cavalry with
evidence of a mounted band as early as 1809. In the
1840s, the band was headed by a spectacular black
kettledrummer, formerly of the Coldstream Guards, on a
white horse.
By 1902 the regiment had become the Essex Imperial
Yeomanry, still with its band which was now no longer
mounted. After the First World War the Essex Yeomanry
became gunners but still retained a band. After the Second
World War a regimental band was revived and officially
sanctioned until 1968 when, after being disbanded, its
members determined to continue playing together.
Today, the band’s repertoire includes a ‘night at the musicals’
set of show tunes, a ‘World War 1 celebration’, and a ‘last
night of the Proms’ featuring Nimrod from Enigma
Variations, Fantasia on British Sea Songs and Land of Hope
and Glory. Still playing in traditional green yeomanry
uniforms, the Essex Yeomanry Band can be heard in normal
times at coastal Bandstands and concerts in the summer, on
Remembrance Day and at its annual Christmas concert in
Chelmsford.
Mike Boxall
If you or your friends or relatives have Yeomanry, or
Yeomanry Association, band experience, Phil Mather is keen
to hear from you. Contact him on 0161 763 9460; at 34
Malvern Avenue, Bury, Lancs. BL9 6NW; or by email:
philip.mather2@outlook.com
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DISCOGRAPHY
Yeomanry Association Bands
MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY
MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY ASSOCIATION MILITARY BAND/F B
Brisley
Triton Recordings tape TRN 5805C (1985)
London March No l/Italian Festival/I Left my heart in San Francisco/
Hootenanny/Sing-a-Long March No 1/Brown Haired Maiden and Black
Bear/In Munchen Steht ein Hofbrauhaus/London March No 2/Autumn
Leaves/Gunkan/Latin Lovers/Sing-a-Long March No 2/Die Schweizer
Garde/Marching With Last/Lass of Richmond Hill.
SURREY YEOMANRY
REGIMENTAL MUSIC OF THE HOME COUNTIES/D Butlin
Surrey Yeomanry LP SYA 101 (1980)
Queen’s Royal Regt (Braganza)/The Buffs (Royal East Kent Regt) (The
Buffs)/East Surrey Regt (A Southerly Wind and a Cloudy Sky)/Royal
Sussex Regt (Royal Sussex)/Queen’s Own Royal West Kent
(A Hundred Pipers)/Middlesex Regt (Sir Manley Power and Paddy’s
Resource)/The Queen’s Regt (Soldiers of the Queen)/Surrey Yeomanry
(The Faithful Plough)/East Surrey Regt (Slow March Lord Charles
Montague’s Huntingdonshire March)/203 (Surrey Yeomanry) Field
Regt (Royal Artillery Marches)/Surrey Yeomanry (The Yeoman Slow
March and The Yeoman Quick March)/Royal Sussex Regt (Sussex by
the Sea).
THE SURREY YEOMANRY REGIMENTAL ASSOCIATION
BAND/Ted Ashwood
Technitrack tape, no number (1992)
Totem Pole/Siesta/Brass Fever/Lerner and Lowe in Concert/Lady of
Spain/Stranger in Paradise/The Faithful Plough/Spanish Gypsy Dance/
Moonlight Serenade/The Blue and the Grey/Can Can for Band/ Clarinet
Polka/I don’t know how to love him/Soldiers of the Queen.

BROADWAY TO PICCADILLY/Jonathan Wood
Band’s own recording CD BSYCD1 (2002)
Broadway Showstoppers/My Fair Lady/West Side Story/Sinatra in
Concert/Cabaret/Oliver.
A SURREY BANDSTAND/Jonathan Wood
Band’s own recording CD BSYCD2 (2003)
Laridah/Pique Dame/Gold and Silver Waltz/High on a Hill/Marche
Militaire/Themes from 007/The Big Country/Big Bands in Concert/
At Close of Day-The Day Thou Gavest-Last Post/The Faithful Plough.
MUSIC FOR EVERYONE/Kieran Forsyth and Edmund Crutchfield
Band’s own recording CD BSYCD03 (2011)
Band of Brothers/Capricious Aloysius/Cole Porter on Broadway/
Doyen/The Faithful Plough/Hoagy Carmichael in Concert/Circus Suite/
Lustspiel Overture/Pirates of the Caribbean/The Virginians.
ESSEX YEOMANRY
ONE MOMENT IN TIME/Jim Baines
Nick Morgan CD and tape EYB 001 (1997)
British Legion/Vaudeville Favourites/Salute to Sullivan/Standard of
St George/Kalinka/Brucker Lager/Bayerischer Defiliermarsch/Dam
Busters/Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat/One Moment
in Time/American Patrol/Stars and Stripes Forever/Thorn Birds
Highlights/The Cowboys/Luftwaffe March/The Masterpiece/ Marche
Slave/Royal Artillery Slow March/The Coggeshall Man’s Wedding.
Additions and correction welcome.
Phil Mather
WANTED FOR FUTURE DISCOGRAPHY: details of 78rpms
recorded by Metropolitan Police Central Band and Divisional Bands,
City of London Police and Birmingham Police. Also LPs, tapes and
CDs of UK Police bands both military and brass band instrumentation
but not Metropolitan Police. Phil Mather, 34 Malvern Ave, Bury, Lancs
BL9 6NW (0161 763 9460) philip.mather2@outlook.com

TERMINOLOGY QUIZ ANSWERS
How well did you do in the terminology quiz? Check your answers from page 5 here.
Picture A is of a Royal Marines Bugler of the Collingwood band. All members of a Corps of Drums in the Royal Marines are
designated Buglers. They spend up to two years at the Royal Marines School of Music training to play the Bb bugle, Eb herald
trumpet and military side drum.
Picture B is of a Musician in the Fanfare Team of the Band of the Irish Guards. Historically, fanfare trumpet teams performed on
open cavalry-style trumpets. While some, notably the State Trumpeters of the Household Cavalry, still do, most teams now perform
on valved fanfare trumpets. The appointment of Trumpeter is restricted to cavalry regiments and the Royal Artillery.
Picture C is of a Drummer in the Corps of Drums of 2nd Bn. The Royal Regiment of Fusiliers. All members of a Corps of Drums are
designated Drummers whether they play side drum, bass drum, cymbals or flute. Their uniforms are distinguished by the crown and
inch lace (fleur-de-lys and inch lace for Foot Guards Drummers) on the sleeve and back seams of the tunic.
Picture D is of a Trumpeter in The King's Troop, Royal Horse Artillery. On horseback, calls are sounded on a Bb bugle with the Eb
cavalry trumpet slung on the Trumpeter's back. Until the 1880s the Royal Artillery signalled with the cavalry trumpet, but tests
showed that the bugle was more effective as a field signal instrument and both trumpet and bugle have been carried since then.

A. Bugler

B. Musician

C. Drummer
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D. Trumpeter
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THE BAND IS BUSY
A Regimental Band in 1945
th

On 9 February 1945, the Bedfordshire Times and Standard
published an interview with WO1 J B H Thorpe* the
Bandmaster of 2nd Battalion, the Bedfordshire and
Hertfordshire Regiment, at Kempston Barracks, Bedford.
This is an edited transcript. The interviewer, identified only
as 'JHMS', began by expressing his fascination at the
enormous amount of work which Bandmaster Thorpe and the
band managed to get through in the course of a year. The
'Salute the Soldier' campaign* alone, in districts within a
day's travelling of Bedford, gave 95 engagements.

JHMS – “Will you just put me right on the present lay-out of
the band?”
Bandmaster Thorpe – “There's a flute and an oboe; then
there are nine clarinets divided into first, second and third.
We have two saxophones – alto and tenor; one bassoon and
two horns. There are two first and two second cornets and, of
the four trombones, there are three tenor and one bass. Then
the bass register is completed by a euphonium and three
basses. One, and sometimes two, of our musicians play the
drums and percussion.”
JHMS – “How do you go about widening the field and
raising the standard?”
Bandmaster Thorpe turned to his large library list. “I try to
keep as high a standard as I can”, pointing to the lists of works
of Beethoven, Mozart, Wagner, Holst, Tchaikovsky,
Smetana – indeed, very few classical composers were left out.
JHMS – “I suppose you've been at it a good many years?”
Bandmaster Thorpe – “Well, you call 26 a good many? Of
course, I was at Kneller Hall, the Military Band School, and
then I went to the Hampshire Regiment and I've seen service
in Egypt and Turkey and …... let's go over to the Sergeants'
Mess and I'll tell you more about that....”
(Here the article in the Bedfordshire Times and Standard
ends.)
Nigel Ellis

JHMS – “Could you roughly divide up your duties so that we
could perhaps consider them under their different headings?”
Bandmaster Thorpe – “Of course, our duties as the
Regimental Band come first and foremost. We are soldiers
first – in any case, every one of us is fully trained in military
duties – and such parades as do take place in war time have,
of course, first claim on our services. We take soldiers from
a nearby convalescent camp, for instance, on route marches,
and we tour the localities in which the battalions of the
County Regiment are stationed. Then we visit aerodromes –
both those of the RAF and of the American Army Air Force
– and sometimes we give concerts in munitions factories.”
“And then, of course, we have done more than thirty
broadcasts, all of them from the BBC studios in
Article reproduced from the British Newspaper
Bedford. We've done quite a lot of the Music
Archive under its terms of copyright.
While You Work series, and we've given other
Notes:
concerts in the Home Service*, the Forces'

WO1 John Bassett Hodgeson Thorpe
Programme and in programmes for overseas.”
ARCM enlisted in the 1st Bn. Hampshire
JHMS asked Mr. Thorpe if it were still possible
Regiment in 1919 and, on graduating from
for a Regimental Band to accept the sort of
Kneller Hall in 1933, was posted as Bandmaster
seaside engagements for which their services
to 2nd Bn. Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire
were in so much demand before the war.
Regiment. He retired in August 1945, just a few
Bandmaster Thorpe replied that a very limited
months after this interview.
number of those engagements were still

The 'Salute the Soldier' campaign of 1944
possible and during the war years the 'Holidayswas a War Savings campaign of events held in
at-Home' schemes had called for their services
local communities to support the war effort.
on occasion. “Then for Service dances, our

An example programme on the Home
musicians form themselves into various large
Service that the band played on 18 th July 1945
and small dance-band combinations, and I think
included The March of the Peers from Iolanthe
I can say that they've proved very popular at
(Sullivan), Overture to Die Fledermaus
A slightly damaged photo of
dances at Bedford and the locality. The Band has
(Strauss), 2nd Suite in F for Military Band (Holst)
Bandmaster Thorpe taken on
given its services for charitable occasions quite appointment to the 2nd Battalion, and Galopade, Café Chantant (Fletcher)
concluding with their Regimental Quick March
the Bedfordshire and
often and at Luton this year we joined the Luton
Hertfordshire
Regiment,
in
1933.
La Mandolinata (Paladilhe).
Choral Society in two concerts in aid of the
(Photo: MOD/Crown Copyright)
Prisoners-of-War Fund.”
After leaving the Army, John Thorpe led the
JHMS – “Where do your bandsmen come from?”
Butlin’s Light Orchestra. In 1947 it was heard by a Music
Bandmaster Thorpe – “They come from here, there, and
While You Work organiser and was soon regularly
broadcasting on the programme. In 1958 the BBC began
everywhere. Of the 31 who comprise my full number, most
using only in-house staff orchestras and the orchestra, which
of them I've taught myself, from the time that they joined up
had been renamed The Regent Orchestra in 1948, finally
as the youngest and rawest of recruits. Then some Regular
folded. By this time the orchestra had become only a hobby
Army bandsmen, who at the beginning of the war dropped all
for Thorpe as he had established John Thorpe and Sons, a
band work entirely, came back to me after in some cases
very successful music printing company in Wembley, which
coming out through Dunkirk. Some of them were wounded,
he continued to run for many years.
and they gradually filtered back to the band. But I should like
Details on John Thorpe’s musical life after leaving the Army
to tell you that whatever standard we've reached has been
supplied by Brian Reynolds from his Masters of Melody
entirely due to our own efforts, and it's been pretty hard going
website (http://www.mastersofmelody.co.uk).
during the past few years.”
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FANFARE 2020
The Journal of the Royal Corps of Army Music
The 2020 edition of Fanfare, the Journal of the Royal Corps
of Army Music is now available for purchase. The Foreword
by the Colonel of the Corps, Colonel V C Reid OBE, is
followed by an article introducing himself by the new
Principal Director of Music Army, Lieutenant Colonel David
Barringer MBE.
Promotions and Appointments are followed by a piece on her
25 years as an Army musician by Staff Sergeant Kerry
Laishley and Major Lauren Petritz-Watts then describes her
experiences as a Direct Entry Officer. Next, the history and
development of the Countess of Wessex’s String Orchestra is
outlined by Major Phil Stredwick and Captain Sarah
Marinescu.

Major Guy Bennett describes his 34 years in Army music
culminating in his becoming the first BSM to commission in
what was then CAMUS. An account of the British Army
Brass Band tour of the USA is followed over the next 18
pages by pictures of the British Army Jazz Orchestra, Corps
Day and the Photographic Competition.
The reunion of the Berlioz Class of 1981 by Major (Rtd.)
Eddie Pickering MBE is illustrated with past and present
photos. Obituaries for Cynthia Briscoe (nee Iles), Major
Thomas Griffiths MBE and Major Gordon Turner MBE
conclude this 2020 edition of Fanfare.
To obtain a copy, clip or copy the order form below, complete
it and post it, with your cheque or payment details, to Kneller
Hall.
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FOR YOUR INFORMATION*

In 1970s Northamptonshire, a schoolboy who played with the County Youth Brass Band seized the
opportunity to become a musician in the Band of The Blues and Royals. His book takes us through the
rigours of basic training, his time as a pupil at Kneller Hall and the equitation course. With the band,
he describes some ‘behind the scenes’ aspects of major ceremonial events in the 1970s and ‘80s and his
times as a Trumpeter, which he didn't enjoy.
With scarcely any detail on the band’s repertoire there is not much here for the music buff, but this
‘the way things were’ account does give a vivid picture of what life as a Household Cavalry musician
in the 1970s and ‘80s was really like.
Published by New Generation Publishing in June 2020, this 166-page book is currently available in
hardback or softback for £15.99 or £9.99 plus £1.99 postage and packaging to the UK. It can be
ordered on the New Generation website shop at www.newgeneration-publishing.com , by writing to
New Generation Publishing, 51 Gower Street, London WC1E 6HJ or by phoning 01234 711956.
* NOTE: This is a point of interest, not a paid-for advertisement.
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THE BAND OF THE BLUES AND ROYALS AFOOT

Corporal Major Tony Whennell led the band in State Dress during the Garter Ceremony at Windsor Castle in June 1980.

Major Brian Keeling conducted the band in Mounted Review Order during the musical ride which followed the Major General’s
Inspection, Spring1984.

Corporal Major Tony Whennell led the band to the South Atlantic Medal presentation parade in December 1982. The band
changed to wearing blue cloaks when dismounted (other than in State Dress) in the late 1990s.
(All photos: Colin Dean)
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